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Purpose of Television
Television exists to illuminate and to entertain. It holds a mirror to our lives, either directly 
(through news and current affairs), or indirectly (through comedy or drama), and allows us to 
escape our existence by entering worlds different to our own.

The primary purpose of television is to make money for all involved in the hierarchy from 
product maker who has a product to sell, to the advertising company (who makes the ads to 
run on TV), to the production company which makes the programming on which the ads run 
and, of course, the TV stations (local, regional, and national) that run the programming on 
which the ads run that sell the products. Early TV was "free" and was only supported by 
advertising which would interrupt the program you were watching every 15 minutes or so. 

Television is telling you a vision (a programmed and designed message) to alter the way you 
think, feel and act. It’s a mind-altering device.



Predictive Programming
Predictive Programming is theory that the government or other higher-ups are using 
fictional movies or books as a mass mind control tool to make the population more 
accepting of planned future events. This was first described and proposed by researcher 
Alan Watt who defines Predictive programming as “Predictive programming is a subtle 
form of psychological conditioning provided by the media to acquaint the public with 
planned societal changes to be implemented by our leaders. If and when these changes 
are put through, the public will already be familiarized with them and will accept them as 
natural progressions, thus lessening possible public resistance and commotion.” (Wood)

The Tele-A-Vision shows aren’t nothing but predictive programming meaning they are 
programming your mind. They are using these shows to not really predict the future but 
to make you accustomed to the future.



Movies are the same thing; they are programming us to believe certain agendas soon to be 
implemented by the higher ups. They want us to be okay with the new agenda before they 
implement which makes us less likely to revolt on things we disagree with.

● 9/11 in Simpson’s and various tv shows were getting us accustomed to it happening
● Shows about aliens getting us accustom to when they fake an alien invasion. We will be 

prone to believe it because they have programmed us to believe such a thing. — there’s 
nothing new under the sun. Hitler had fake saucers but now they are recreating them 
with the help of technology which will help them fake the invasion to the max with CGI 
and other tools. Remember the guy in the movie called illusion where he can make 
something appear to be real; thanks to the help of his robots. They will do the same.

● Movies programming us to be cool with going to war with countries and once we go to 
war with them; we are okay with it

● TV shows programming us to be okay with things that are an abomination to God — 
Adultery, Lust, Fornication without Marriage, women wearing men clothes and men 
wearing women clothes, gluttony, pride, hatred, envy, pride, bitterness....the list goes on



Just be aware of the things you are watching; everything has a meaning to it. They 
aren’t just putting these movies out to put them out. Also, pay attention to the 

repetition of movie types — meaning they are creating the same type of scenario 
over and over. Which could mean that they are planning on implementing that idea 
or they are getting you accustomed to it so you can agree with them/be at peace 

with them. 









Entertainment is making you DESENSITIZED
Every movie and tv show is showing us how they are programming and conditioning us to view 
right as wrong and wrong be viewed as right.

You ever notice how in movies or shows; that you find yourself cheering for wrongdoing. For 
example, someone is getting over on someone because they did them wrong.

The GOAL of entertainment is to sociologically program and desensitize us to evil. To make us 
more acceptable to wrongdoing so when it comes into the world; we will be acceptable of our new 
reality.

The goal for desensitizing is to you normalize evil and have it become the new normal. Whatever 
things are an abomination to the Lord; is going to be acceptable and viewed as the new normal. 











Questions to Ask Yourself

● How do 6 corporations control everything we see?  

For example, disney owns hulu, pixar, abc, espn, and more. 

● How is it that some of the things we see on television come to reality?

● Why is most things on television against the word of God?

● Are the things I am seeing making me desensitized?

●  Am I being informed, entertained or programmed?

● Am I thinking for myself or am I being told how to think? 
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